
Cornerstone IT Delivery Management Practice 
Product Description 

Effectively managing a critical project or program is hard. If an 
organization lacks sufficient high caliber project managers, senior 
leadership can soon find themselves absorbed in crisis management 
and damage control. Despite careful financial oversight and reporting 
practices, the Project Management Institute’s March 2012 Pulse of 
the Profession found 36% of projects do not meet their original 
business objectives. Other studies have found even higher rates of 
failure. The difference between success and failure often rests on 
seasoned judgment, effective communication and successfully 
facilitating collaboration between groups. Cornerstone’s experienced 
PMO leaders help organizations reduce risk and successfully navigate 
these challenges.    
 
Teaming with Experienced PMO Leaders to Successfully 
Drive Key Initiatives  
Cornerstone offers experienced Project Management leaders as well as supporting 
staff to drive your program or project. Our consultants can lead your key initiatives 
themselves or can mentor and supplement existing project management teams. 
This can range from managing a specific project to establishing and running a 
Program Office to coordinate all projects supporting a large strategic initiative.    
 
Our teaming approach is to be flexible and work within an organization’s existing 
governance structure and PMO process. However, Cornerstone can offer significant 
intellectual capital in the PMO area. Our PMO Framework can be used to enhance 
and supplement an existing PMO methodology as needed.   
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Key Value: 
 A Cornerstone-led PMO will 

provide organizations the 
ability to flexibly staff their key 
initiatives with skilled, 
experienced PMO leaders 
freeing senior leadership 
without expanding the 
organization’s headcount.  

 Cornerstone PMO 
Management can lead not 
only to successfully meeting 
objectives but will also provide 
opportunities for mentoring 
and skills transfer to the 
organization’s personnel.    

 A PMO Management 
engagement’s scope will be 
customized to meet specific 
requirements.   
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PMO Management 
Delivering Operational Excellence 

Adaptable to Client’s Organization Structure and Culture 



Delivering Operational Excellence  
Initially, Cornerstone consultants will meet with the project sponsor and 
stakeholders to understand project requirements and expectations. Based on this 
they will build a detailed project plan including dependencies, milestones and skills. 
Team roles and responsibilities will be defined and resource selection will begin. 
Once the project team is established, Cornerstone will bring the team together with 
the sponsor for a project kick off defining governance, project controls and 
communication channels.    
 
Cornerstone will manage the project team and monitor the execution of the project 
plan. Periodic meetings and reports will keep the sponsor and stakeholders apprised 
of progress and issues. While Cornerstone recognizes the necessity for appropriate 
project governance and reporting, the focus of our PMO office will be to achieve the 
successful completion of the project. We are successful when our executive sponsor 
is successful. To that end, our consultants will actively work to avoid problems 
through effective risk management as well as develop contingency plans and resolve 
issues as they occur.    
 
Enabling Organizational Change   
Cornerstone realizes that the PMO is the most visible change agent within the 
organization for your program. Cornerstone PMO leaders are experienced 
facilitators. They will engage within the organization to drive groups to consensus.   
 
PMO leaders will also focus on ensuring there is clear and timely communication 
with all project constituencies. The PMO can act as the executive sponsor’s proxy to 
the organization. Part of that role is to verify that the message being delivered is 
consistent overall as well as appropriate for each stakeholder audience.    
 
Cornerstone’s approach includes transitioning on-going governance and monitoring 
to client staff. Skills transfer and training will be part of that transition as necessary. 
Mentoring specific individuals can be included if desired.  
 
Leveraging Our Experience for Your Organization 
Cornerstone’s approach is to focus on what is practical for an organization to achieve 
given the familiar limits of budget and time. PMO Management will be customized to 
client requirements. 
 
Contact us today to learn more about Cornerstone’s PMO Management Offering and 
how we can help  your organization strengthen its project management capability.        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cornerstone Data Strategies IT 
Delivery Management Practice  
includes  our Program 
Management Office (PMO) 
consulting offerings as well as 
Regulatory & Compliance and IT 
Service Management.  
 
 Cornerstone’s PMO Practice 

leverages experienced PMO 
Leaders and Project Managers 
improving program success 
rate. 

 Cornerstone’s PMO Practice 
marries efficient planning and 
controls with effective 
communication and 
collaboration.  

 Cornerstone’s approach 
focuses on matching 
appropriate PMO governance 
with the client’s existing 
environment.  
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PMO Implementation         

Implement PMO Design within an 
organization, monitor progress  
and incorporate pilot feedback 
while transitioning skills to 
appropriate personnel. 

PMO Design           

Develop or reinvigorate a PMO 
discipline within an organization 
including governance, process, 
roles, responsibilities and skills.  

PMO Product Offerings 

PMO Management              

Lead PMO team to drive  specific 
project or program through all 
phases of project lifecycle  to 
successful completion.   

PMO Diagnostic                

Assess organization’s current 
PMO  against industry best 
practices  resulting in      
actionable recommendations     
for improvement. 

Contact Information: Cornerstone Sales 
sales@cornerstone-data.com  
303.502.5577 

Visit us on the web: 
www.cornerstone-data.com 
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